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Thousands of years ago, glaciers covered much of the planet. The oceans receded as the water froze in enormous layers of ice surrounding the North American continent. With the end of the ice age, the glaciers melted. A massive delta river crossed the continental shelf. Oceans have grown and fresh water has been trapped in sediments under the
waves. Discovered during offshore oil drilling in the seventies, scientists thought these freshwater pockets were a curiosity. They can instead prove to be an arid world the new source of freshwater.As reported in the latest issue of the peer-reviewed Scientific Reports, scientists from Columbia University and the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
spent ten days on a research vessel hauling electromagnetic sensors from New Jersey to Massachusetts. By measuring how electromagnetic waves passed through fresh and saline water, the researchers mapped freshwater reservoirs for the first time. It turns out that the underground pools stretch for at least 50 miles off the US Atlantic coast,
containing vast reserves of low salinity groundwater, about twice the volume of Lake Ontario. The deposits begin about 600 ft (183 m) below the sea floor and stretch for hundreds of miles. That is similar to the size of even the largest terrestrial aquifers.Gustafson et. al/ NatureThe stimate environment of undersea sound-water reservoirs.Ã¢ÔÂŒ We
known there was fresh water there in secret places, but we was not known the extension or geometry,~;Â then lead author author Chloe Gustafson, un dottorando alla Columbia University6;ÂÂ s Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, secondo Phys.org. à The size and extent of freshwater deposits suggest that they are also powered by current current
current current current current from the country and may exist elsewhere with similar topography.tafson et.al/ Natureptual illustration water is not pure terrestrial freshwater, which contains salt concentrations of less than one part per thousand. Close to land, the submarine aquifer has concentrations close to pure water. Towards its edges, it can
reach fifteen parts per thousand (about half of that of seawater). ThatÃ¢Âs is still valuable. Desalination plants could easily turn them into drinking water. View SlideshowWhat’s called a 65-foot schooner? “I call it a boat”, says the owner. “I call it a yacht”, says Nat Benjamin, who designed and built it. Whatever word you use, Juno is as elegant as a
seal226; 128;Â and every bit like navigating. “You can choose Nat’s boats just by looking at them at anchor”, notes the architect Shelton, who, with her partner, Lee F. Mindel, customized the Juno Bridge and the cabin spaces. “They have desired proportions and a nice way to sit in the water. More than most other boats, they seem to belong to this.”
Part-time residents of Martha’s Vineyard, admiring the tradition craftâÂ from rowing boats to schooners226; ÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂ Benjamin designs, and the two collaborate on the construction. Both are “purists building the old way”, says his wife. “There is not a bit of excess in the realization of this work of art”, says
Minel.For more than forty years, most of Juno’s ships were built the new-style way, in fiberglass or metal, and the wooden boats seemed destined for extinction. Now, thanks to Gannon, Benjamin, and a handful of other similar traditionalists, construction out of the woods is coming back; the material used throughout from Greek rowing boats to
Yankee clipser226; is coming back in favor.Her husband grew up on Long Island and started sailing early. For her 40th birthday, she decided to treat herself to a boat~oyacht, if you prefer226;ÂÂ and spoke to the bearded men who run the G&B yard. “Designing a boat is like designing a house”, says Benjamin. “You will discuss what your needs are
and where you want and are. And compare it with other ships.” Benjamin is passionate about boats, boats that are easy to handle and that have at least two masts, and an easy to handle craft seemed just the thing for a couple with two children, a boy and a girl now in their middle teens.Since the family planned to sail across the Atlantic and one day
around the world; Benjamin designed the 95,000-Juno to be robust enough to withstand sloping seas. The wood comes mainly from Suriname, while the bronze fittings were made in Somerville, Massachusetts. Although Juno has a radar and satellite navigation system, it lacks what Benjamin calls “a lot of high-tech gizmo”, such as electric winches and
complicated air conditioning systems, which keep many other yachts tied up in the marina waiting for repairs. “There is not a bit of excess in the realization of this work of art”, says Mindel. “When you’re on a boat like this you realize how little you need to feel safe and secure”.A stylish yacht should have equally stylish spaces Belowdecks, which is
why the couple relied on Shelton and Mindel, who had designed several of their homes. “Boatmen deserve most of the credit”, says Mindel. “We were there to glue all the parts and keep them as useful as possible.” Architects have helped determine how the cabin spaces should be used âÂ there are four sleeping areas âÂ and how they should look.
Since Silver Bali and the angelic woods have a reddish hue, the designers have balanced the spaces with sage-green, a color that extends to everything from towels to glasses. “Green neutralizes the wood to create a fairer experience”, explains Mindel, “one that is restful in nearby neighborhoods”.Don’t be fooled by Juno’s refined air. He has already
won a number of races in the Caribbean. “Boats are always feminine”, says her husband. “Everyone has their own personality”. What is Juno? Stop, but not stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop and ready to test his little on the starting line. Click here to see this elegant schooner. (Accreditation on the image: Marie-Elizabeth Mali / Getty) The sea
continues to be a source of great exploration and charm for many. With its charismatic fauna (and sometimes elusive), the breathtaking vegetal life and also nauphrases and underwater statues, there are so many wonders to appreciate under the waves. But you do not have to be an experienced diver to take a look at these 50 amazing attractions from
our oceans — we have gathered them here for you. Page 1 of 51 Next Page 1 of 51 Next (Surface: davidevison / Getty) A woman swims near a whale shark, the largest fish in the ocean! Despite their domain in size (they are as large as a school bus), they prefer to eat plancton, which filter the feed by swimming together with their open mouths. Page 2
of 51 Next Page 2 of 51 Next (image credit: bugking88 / Getty) This vividly coloured crustacean is a shrimp of peacock mantis. Females tend to be mainly red, but males show these lovely colors. They use an extremely fast punch to kill their prey — one of the fastest movements in the animal kingdom and strong enough to break through the glass wall
of an aquarium. Page 3 of 51 Next Page 3 of 51 Next (Information Source: yanjf / Getty) Considered the world's largest coral reef system, the Great Barrier Corallina consists of 3,000 individual coral reefs and 900 islands off the eastern coast of Australia. One of those reefs takes on a form of heart, from which its moniker — the heart barrier. This
coral reef is located in the Whitsunday Islands and since snorkeling and divers are not allowed to enter this protected area, it must be seen from the air. Page 4 of 51 Next Page 4 of 51 Next (Information Source: Colin_Davis / Getty) A green turtle swims in the Great Barrier Reef in Queensland, Australia. This species can live up to 80 years and can
grow up to 5 feet (1.5 meters) long. Page 5 of 51 Next Page 5 of 51 Next Up near with a crynoid — a marine animal tied to marine stars and sea urchins. Sometimes they are called living fossils, because they have been around for about 450 million years and can still be found in the oceans today. This photo was taken in a coral reef in the Northern
Mariana Islands. Page 6 of 51 Next Page 6 of 51 (Image Source: armiblue / Getty) This impressive shot shows a small school of barcuda fish flowing through the sea. They are some of the fastest fish in the world and are known for swimming up to 36 mph (58 km/h). Page 7 of 51 Next Page 7 of 51 Next (Information Source: Andrea Izzott i/ Getty) One
of the most commonly observed dolphins, theis no less fascinating with his smiling face forever and curious way. They can live up to sixty years and have their own whistles to communicate with others. Page 8 of 51 Subsequent Prev Page 8 of 51 Subsequent urchin pencil slate are usually found at the bottom of a coral, lagoon or This was taken at
Kingman Reef in the Pacific Remote Islands Marine National Monument. Prev Page 9 of 51 Subsequent Page 9 of 51 Subsequent (Credit Image: Erin Donalson/ Getty) This largely intact wreck of a World War II hydrogen tanker Jake is located 45feet (nearly 14 meters) below the ocean surface off Palau, Micronesia Prev Page 10 of 51 Subsequent Page
10 of 51 Subsequent (Credit Image: pkphotoscom/ Getty) California sea lions are faster than any other sea lion, can swim up to 40 km/h, and can slow their heart rate to stay underwater until ten minutes. This close-up image of the brain coral (clearly called for its resemblance to the human organ) was taken in the dry turtles in Florida. Its deep canals
form large circular structures that can reach 1,8 meters in diameter.It is Back Page 12 of 51 Next Page 12 of 51 Next (Credit Image: Global Pics / Getty) Double-seated Pacific butterfly fish dominate the waters in this beautiful double-vision image. They are usually found in shallow waters such as this and prefer high currents. Prev Page 13 of 51 Next
Page 13 of 51 Next (Credit Image: Kelvin Gorospe/ NOAA) These grey barrier sharks swim among colorful anthias on the island of Jarvis, Pacific Remote Island Areas Marine National Monument. Males of the species can grow up to 1,5 meters.Prev Page 14 of 51 Next Page 14 of 51 Next (Credit Image: Michael Zeigler / Getty) Sea lions swim among
the rich purple seas of the Pacific. This species of hedgehog is covered with pliers, tubular feet and purple thorns that the hedgehog uses to grab food and be safe from predators.It is Back Page 15 of 51 Next Page 15 of 51 Next A seal is caught between fishing nets, while divers work hard to release it. Marine debris can damage wildlife, as well as
cause problems for passing boats. Prev Page 16 of 51 Next Page 16 of 51 Next (Credit Image: bthompso2001 / Getty) Star races have no bones in their bodies but are made of flexible cartilage. They also have gel holes in their faces that help them detect electrical signals from other animals when they move. Prev Page 17 of 51 Subsequent Page 17 of
51 Subsequent lobster emptiness makes its way through four chronoids (feather stars), which are located above a colony of marine fans with a coral of cold water called Lophelia pertusa growing at the base. This photo was taken during a NOAA expedition to Roatan, Honduras, to understand the relationship between the guest corals and their
associated species. Next page 18 of 51 Next (Credit Image: FilippoBacci / Getty) Black-tip sharks look for prey in this beautiful aerial photo. They tend to hunt small school fish, catching them while sharks swim quickly in the water, sometimes also penetrating the surface, according to the Florida Museum of Natural History. This wild-looking creature
is a faggot fish. He has no balance. Instead his body is covered with fleshy spines called spines that resemble hair. They can change colour to blend in their surroundings. Previn Page 20 of 51 Next Prec Page 20 of 51 Next (Credit Image: cbpix / Getty) Forget "Finding Nemo", these two clownfish (also called anetonfish) win the nice race as they rest
together among the tentacles of a sea. Mucous covers the body of this fish to protect it from the stinging cells of the anemone. The previous page 21 of the 51 Next Prec Page 21 of the 51 Next A sub explores the National Marine Refuge of Flower Garden Banks in the Gulf of Mexico. This area is protected by the National Office of Maritime Refugees of
NOAA and is one of the fourteen similar sites around the world. Preview Page 22 of 51 Next Previn Page 22 of 51 Next (Credit Image: Ramonetero / y) A great white shark (Carcharodon carcharias) swimming in the Pacific Ocean in Guadalupe Island, Mexico. This higher predator can reach up to twenty meters (six meters) in length. Large white shark
attacks on humans are rare; People, however, are a great threat to whites. "People, on the other hand, catch too many great whites, through targeted fishing or accidental catches in other fishing activities, and scientists generally consider great whites vulnerable to extinction," Oceana said, a non-profit tasked with protecting the oceans. The original
bronze statue in plaster of Jesus Christ made by Guido Galletti, called "Christ Abyss", is located between Camogli and Portofino, Italy, in the Mediterranean Sea. Prev Page 24 of 51 Next Prec Page 24 of 51 Next These brilliant-red Bigeye fish swim at Rapture Reef within the National Monument of the Hawaiian Northwestern Islands. Most Bigeye
species are carnivorous and nocturnal. First page 25 of the 51 Next Prec Page 25 of 51 Next (Image Credit: Nicoproductions / Getty) A pufferfish underwater in Moorea Island, French Polynesia. There are more than 120 species of pufferfish, and most of them contain a substance known as tetrodotoxin, making them lethal to predators. The toxin is
1200times more toxic than cyanide and the amount of toxin in a pufferfish could kill up to thirty people, according to National Geographic. The blue-ringed octopus has distinctive blue rings that become more vivid when agitated. Its venom is 1000-times more powerful than cyanide, and the small creature contains enough poison to kill 26 adult
humans in a few minutes, according to Oceanic Conservation. page 27 of 51 Next Prec Page 27 of 51 Next Covered in sensational, davanking light, here we see the rice coral (species of Montiprora) and a small-branched coral (Pocillopora meandrina) in the benthic reef community at Swains Island, a marine sanctuary in America America America The
previous page 28 of 51 The previous page 28 of the previous page of 51 Next Elephant Seals, called for the noses similar to sports elephant by adult males, are gigantic. Males can grow to more than three feet (four meters) in length and weigh up to 4500 pounds (2000 kilograms), according to the Marine Mammal Center. Women, meanwhile, grow at
about ten feet (3 m) and can weigh 1500 pounds (600 kg). They are the largest seals in the world. In the past, seals have been hunted to extinction, mainly because of their fat, which has been used as lamp oil. Today there are about 150000-elephant seals, with 124000 of these taking residence outside California, the Marine Mammal Center said.160;
Previous Page 29 by 51 Next Previn Page 29 of 51 Next (Image credit: Edgie / Getty) A Pacific Sea ortic (Chrysaora fusicescens). This species can grow up to almost one foot (30 centimeters) in diameter, and its tentacles 24 can follow fourteen feet (4.5 meters) behind it. Even so, they are usually much smaller on average. The broadly integrated hul of
the ligon Two-masted schooner E.B. Allen can be found 100feet (30.5 meters) underwater at Thunder Bay National Marine Sanctuary in Michigan. Prev Page 31 of 51 Next Prec Page Gett (Credit Image: Howard Chen / y) There are at least eight kinds of hammerhead sharks, which sporty heads with strange shapes equipped with electric receptors
that help to detect prey. Their wide eyes also give them a wider view to find prey. Previous page 32 of the 51 Next Prec Page 32 of the 51 Next (image credit: Velvetfish / Getty) A splendid display of red-cushioned sea stars (Oreaster reticulated) on a shallow sandy bottom off the coast of Belize in the Caribbean Sea. This starfish has tubular feet that it
uses to move slowly. First page 33 of 51 Previous page 33 of the 51 Next Fish swims through the Pearl and Hermes atoll in the Hawaiian islands Northwestern. The coral reef sprawling extends over 450 square miles (1165 square kilometers), according to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. First page 34 of 51 Next preview page 34 of 51 Next (image
credit: wildsimal / Getty) A nawhal breaks the water as it comes up to breathe in Baffin Island, Canada. The male Narwhal is more likely that the female has the typical spiral fin, which is embedded with millions of nerve endings to help the animal navigate its environment. The next page of Previo 35 of 51 Next (image credit: hocus-focus / Getty) A sea
horse (Hippoppoppocampus guttulatus) brings children to this first underwater floor. Even if the seahorse releases up to 2000 eggs from its pouch, only a few will survive.194; 160? This species has no teeth and instead aspires to tasty and other foods, according to the marine conservation company in the U.K. Previ Page 36 of 51 Next Prev in Page 36
of 51 Next (Credit Image: Placebo365 /getty) This tree type coral mainly feeds on micro-plancton. This image was taken in Phi Phi, Andaman Sea, Sea, Thailand. The previous page 37 of 51 Next Prec Page 37 of 51 Next Otters never fails to make us smile, and this is definitely the case of this beautiful Southern Sea Otter (also called California sea
londer), photographed in South Harbor, Moss Landing, California. Southern marine otters (Enidra lutris nereis) can grow up to a length of four feet (1.2 meters); Females can weigh up to 50 pounds (23 kilograms), while males can reach 70 lbs. (32 kg). This southern population of marine otters is considered to be an endangered species, according to
the Aquarium of Monterey Bay. This cute creature was presented as an entrance to Dr. Steve Lonhart's World Ocean Day Photo Contest. Prev Page 38 of 51 Next Prec Page 38 of 51 Next (image credit: Kondrak / Pacific Getty) A giant octopus (Enterpoctopus dofleini) was spotted in the sea of Japan at a depth of about 65 feet (20 meters). As its name
suggests, it is the world's largest octopus—the largest specimen on record weighed 600 pounds (272 kilograms) and measured 30 feet (9 m) through, according to National Geographic. The first page 39 of the 51 Next Prec Page 39 of 51 Next Al Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary, Brown chris (multineous chromi) and other reef fish are
seen swimming over large coral (Mountain cavernosa) The sanctuary, which is offshore of Galveston, Texas, in the Gulf of Mexico, is one of the fourteen national marine sanctuaries protected by NOAA's194; 160; Office of National Marine Sanctuaries. First page 40 of 51 Next Prec Page 40 of 51 Next (Image credit: cinby / Getty) A dugong floats on his
back in the Red Sea, Marsa Alam, Egypt. This creature can live up to 70 years and grow up to a maximum length of 13 feet (4 meters) and weight of 595 lbs. (270 kg).194; 160; Dugongs lives in low coastal waters (salad) waters of the Indian and Western Pacific Oceans, according to the World Wildlife Fund. Prev in Page 41 of 51 Next Prec Page 41 of
51 Next A Caribbean spiny astice, called for forward-looking thorns covering its body, is one of the largest crustaceans on coral reefs and seagrass banks in the Caribbean Sea. The smaller so-called antennas detect both movement in water and chemicals. This photo was taken while NOAA mapped the submarine habitats in the American Virgin
Islands. 194; First page 42 of 51 Next Prec Page 42 of 51 Next (image credit: James Watt / NOAA) Three types of fish: bluestrip toothpaste, Taâ’ monkey, Threshot dams, and Chrotis digelfish oval dams - swim around the stun of the Lobe coral, Pohaku punisha, and French Frigate table coral Shoals in Papah196; 1299; naumokuφ 129kea National
Marine Monument. Page 43 of the next page of 51 of 51 Prec 43 of 51 later (Immagine: vkovy/ vkovy) A killer whale jumping from the water isone of the most amazing views the ocean has to offer. This majestic creature is part of the dolphin family, but they are at the top of the food chain, hunting a variety of sea including penguins, seals, sea lions
and even whales. Previ Page 44 of 51 Next Previ Page 44 of 51 Next (Image credit: Colin Davis / Getty) A giant clam photographed at the Great Barrier Reef, Queensland, Australia. Most of these conditions are its mass, with its soft parts only for about ten percent of its weight. First page 45 of the 51 Page 45 of the 51 Next Bowhead whales do not
have dorsal fins, so here we simply see the heads of a whale and its calf reveal themselves from the water of the Arctic. Their skulls cover up to a third of their length, helping them punch through thick sea ice. The previous page 46 of 51 Next Prev in Page 46 of 51 Next A photographer took this incredible close-up of a Crown-of-thorn starfish at
Gardner Pinnacles in Papah196; 1299; naumokua 129kea National Marine Monument. It is named as such because of all the turns along its body, and feeds on coral inverting its entire stomach.194; 160? Previous Page 47 of 51 Next Prec Page 47 of Thor Next (image credit: David p/ Getty) When underwater, grey seals can sink to depth up to 230 feet
(70 meters) and hold their breath up to one hour at a time. They can live up to 35 years of age 160; The first page 48 of 51 Next Prec Page 48 of 51 Next A Manta Ray above a barrier, showing small fish cleaning parasites and other debris outside it. Manta Rays can have wide wings up to the feet 29 (8.8 meters) and can dive more than 3280 feet
(1000 m) underwater. Previous Page 49 of 51 Next Prec Page 49 of 51 Next (Credit Image: Mattsfield / Getty) This European crab was found on the sea bed in Portwinkle, South Cornwall. As one of the largest crabs in British waters, this species is commonly fished for its meat. First page 50 of 51 Next page 50 of 51 Next (image credit: MarieElizabeth Mali / Getty) A mother of a humpback whale and her calf swim the waters in Tonga. This icon of the sea is one of the largest animals on Earth, which grow at 50 feet (16 metres) and weigh up to 40 tonnes (36 tonnes metric). First page 51 of 51 Previous page 51 of 51 Next page
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